E-DISCOVERY AND FORENSIC ANALYSIS
ShapeDo’s software compares drawings to enable game-changing discovery,
forensic analysis, and aggregation of evidence in AEC disputes

DISCOVERY
ShapeDo quickly index, date, and eliminate duplicate drawings in massive disclosures, leveraging
advanced code and technicians to achieve clarity in the data within hours or days.
ANALYSIS
QUANTUM
Identify and document scope creep by easily
reviewing large quantities of drawing updates.
DELAY
Connect design changes to program impact,
for a game changing forensic analysis process.
TECHNICAL
Eliminate duplicates and quickly identify where
details change to get to the core issues.

PRESENTATION
Create persuasive and robust deliverables backing your opinions and arguments using ShapeDo’s
data aggregation tools and services.

SOLICITORS
Join top practices to redefine
your dispute strategy with a
technological advantage

EXPERT WITNESSES
Increase the quality and
depth of your opinions, while
reducing costs and increasing
margins

CONTRACTOR
COMMERCIAL TEAMS
Control change as it happens,
track issues, and avoid (or at
least win) disputes

CASE STUDIES

“ShapeDo fundamentally changes the power balance between
project owners and contractors” Benjamin Baratz, head of construction and real estate practice, Pearl Cohen Baratz Tzadok Latzer

In an oil & gas dispute revolving technical isometric changes, ShapeDo
eliminated 96% of drawings disclosed as duppeD73.9n anwd al eimauited to

CUSTOM BY DESIGN
ShapeDo’s project managers, software teams and technicians will work with you to develop
the exact workflow to offer the strongest solution to the problem at hand.
BESPOKE PRICING
Each project and each use-case are unique. We work with you to build a fair licensing price,
tailored to your needs and suited to your specific dispute.

FREE CONSULTATION
ShapeDo offers a free consultation to demonstrate the value at a case by case level.
It may be a cliché, but the earlier we get involved the more we can help.
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